Background {#S0001}
==========

The morbidity and mortality of breast cancer rank first among females worldwide.[@CIT0001] However, male breast cancer (MBC) is a rare disease with an incidence of \<1% in all breast cancer patients.[@CIT0002] Although the geographical distribution of MBC is similar to that of female breast cancer (FBC), with higher rates in North America and Europe and lower rates in Asia, there are different biological characteristics between MBC and FBC patients.[@CIT0003] In recent decades, the incidence of MBC has increased globally[@CIT0004] Therefore, it is important to focus on the prognostic factors and treatment strategies of MBC.

Human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (HER2) is a transmembrane glycoprotein with tyrosine kinase activity, which plays an important role in controlling epithelial cell growth and differentiation.[@CIT0005] HER2-positive cases account for about 20--25% in FBC patients, which is more invasive and has a poor prognosis.[@CIT0006],[@CIT0007] Trastuzumab is a humanized IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody, which consists of two antigen-specific sites that selectively bind, with high affinity, the extracellular domain of the human HER2 receptor.[@CIT0008] Trastuzumab has significantly improved the survival outcome of HER2-positive FBC patients.[@CIT0009]--[@CIT0011]

The therapeutic methods for MBC were unclear because of its rare incidence and the lack of prospective clinical study data.[@CIT0012] To date, the treatment of MBC follows almost the same indications as female postmenopausal breast cancer. Because there have been few clinical trials on the treatment of MBC, most oncologists base their treatment recommendations on their personal experience with the disease and on the results of studies of FBC.[@CIT0013] In the latest National Comprehensive Cancer Network guideline, trastuzumab is recommended for postoperative adjuvant therapy in patients with HER2-positive early breast cancer or first-line treatment of advanced HER2-positive breast cancer. Previous studies indicate that about 15% of MBC cases showed HER2-positive[@CIT0014] Because of the few HER2-positive MBC patients, trastuzumab has been used only in some cases.[@CIT0015]--[@CIT0017] So far, there is insufficient evidence to support the use of trastuzumab in MBC patients. Overexpression of HER2 is a well-known prognostic factor associated with poor survival in FBC patients; by contrast, the association between HER2 overexpression and survival is still debated in MBC[@CIT0018] In short, the effect of HER2 status on the prognosis of patients with MBC has not been clearly reported, and the efficacy of targeted drugs for MBC patients has not been clarified. In this study, we extracted the most recent data from the SEER database to analyze the effects of HER2 status on the prognosis of patients with MBC, expecting to provide more evidence for the clinical treatment of MBC.

Materials and methods {#S0002}
=====================

The SEER database is one of the most representative tumor registration databases in North America, established by the National Cancer Institute in 1973. The SEER Stat statistical software (version 8.3.5) was used to identify MBC patients diagnosed between 2010 and 2015. Inclusion criteria were as follows: breast cancer, male patients, and clear follow-up data. Exclusion criteria were as follows: the breast was not the only primary site, breast cancer was not confirmed by histology, and HER2 status was borderline or unknown. HER2-positive is defined as 3+ on immunohistochemistry or fluorescence in situ hybridization-amplified. The study population selection is shown in [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 1Flowchart of study population selection.

The information on age, pathological type, degree of differentiation, tumor size, American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC, 7th edition) stage, regional node metastasis, distant metastasis, HER2 status, surgery, radiation, chemotherapy, survival status, survival time, and cause of death was extracted. The outcomes of interest were disease-specific survival (DSS) and overall survival (OS). DSS was defined as the date of diagnosis to the date of breast cancer death, and OS was defined as the interval from diagnosis to death from any cause. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of our hospital, namely Wuhan University Renmin Hospital Ethics Committee, and written informed consent was waived.

X-tile software was used to analyze the optimal cutoff point of age and tumor size based on the OS of MBC patients. Patients were divided into HER2-positive and HER2-negative groups according to different HER2 status. To ensure well-balanced characteristics for the two comparisons, propensity score matching (PSM) with 2:1 proportion was conducted using R software. The chi-square test was used to compare the demographics of both groups, and the log-rank test was used to compare the difference in OS and DSS between two groups. The Z-test was used to compare the 4-year OS and DSS rates in HER2-negative and HER2-positive patients according to the Kaplan--Meier curve. Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analyses were used to evaluate the independent association of different variables with OS and DSS. If the *P*-value less than 0.05 in the univariate analysis or the clinical significance of the variable is worth exploring, we included the variable in the multivariate analysis. Hazard ratios and their 95% CIs were estimated using the Cox model. Subgroup analysis of the effects on OS and DSS in patients with different HER2 status was conducted using R software. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS Statistics 23.0 software (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA). All statistical tests were two-sided *P*-values and *P*\<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results {#S0003}
=======

A total of 1813 patients with MBC were enrolled in the study, of which 1572 cases were HER2-negative and 241 cases were HER2-positive. HER2-positive cases accounted for approximately 13.3% among all MBC patients. The median follow-up time was 27 months. The 3-year and 5-year survival rates were 84.8% and 74.6%. The chi-square test results showed that the distribution of HER2 status was influenced by age (*P*\<0.001), degree of differentiation (*P*\<0.001), AJCC stage (*P*\<0.001), tumor size (*P*\<0.001), regional node metastasis (*P*=0.004), distant metastasis (*P*=0.002), surgery (*P*\<0.001), and chemotherapy (*P*\<0.001). To reduce selection bias and imbalanced distributions of confounding factors, PSM was conducted by R software. PSM was performed using 2:1 nearest neighbor matching with a caliper of 0.01 to accept a matched pair. Then, 454 cases of HER2-negative patients and 229 cases of HER2-positive patients were enrolled in this matched cohort study. In the matched cohort, there was no significant difference in the distribution of HER2-positive and HER-2 negative patients in terms of age (*P*=0.303), pathological type (*P*=0.270), degree of differentiation (*P*=0.963), AJCC stage (*P*=0.281), tumor size (*P*=0.669), distant metastasis (*P*=0.217), surgery (*P*=0.080), radiation (*P*=0.643), or chemotherapy (*P*=0.661). Demographic and clinical characteristics are shown in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}. Table 1Demographic and clinical characteristics of MBC patientsCharacteristicsUnmatched cohortMatched cohortN=1813HER2-negative (n=1572)HER2-positive (n=241)*P-*valueN=683HER2-negative (n=454)HER2-positive (n=229)*P-*value**Age at diagnosis (years, %)**\<0.0010.303 ≤65884736 (46.8%)148 (61.4%)389252 (55.5%)137 (59.8%) 66--80703628 (39.9%)75 (31.1%)247173 (38.1%)74 (32.3%) ≥81226208 (13.2%)18 (7.5%)1729 (6.4%)18 (7.9%)**Pathological type (%)**0.0870.270 Invasive ductal16281404 (89.3%)224 (92.9%)648434 (95.6%)214 (93.4%) Other185168 (10.7%)17 (7.1%)3520 (4.4%)15 (6.6%)**Differentiation (%)**\<0.0010.963 Well204197 (12.5%)7 (2.9%)2417 (3.7%)7 (3.1%) Moderate903808 (51.4%)95 (39.4%)260171 (37.7%)89 (38.9%) Poor/undifferentiated621499 (41.7%)122 (50.6%)359239 (52.6%)120 (52.4%) Unknown8568 (4.3%)17 (7.1%)4027 (5.9%)13 (5.7%)**AJCC stage (%)**\<0.0010.281 I569521 (33.1%)48 (19.9%)13385 (18.7%)48 (21.0%) II751653 (41.5%)98 (40.7%)293199 (43.8%)94 (41.0%) III301248 (15.8%)53 (22.0%)167115 (25.3%)52 (22.7%) IV151119 (7.6%)32 (13.3%)7247 (10.4%)25 (10.9%) Unknown4131 (2.0%)10 (4.1%)188 (1.8%)10 (4.4%)**Tumor size (%)**\<0.0010.669 \<2 cm664599 (38.1%)65 (27.0%)192127 (28.0%)65 (28.4%) 2--4 cm872751 (47.8%)121 (50.2%)366249 (54.8%)117 (51.1%) \>4 cm206163 (10.4%)43 (17.8%)10164 (14.1%)37 (16.2%) Unknown7159 (3.8%)12 (5.0%)2414 (3.1%)10 (4.4%)**Regional node metastasis (%)**0.0040.030 No843753 (47.9%)90 (37.3%)253165 (36.3%)88 (38.4%) Yes725618 (39.3%)107 (44.4%)345242 (53.3%)103 (45.0%) Unknown245201 (12.8%)44 (18.3%)8547 (10.4%)38 (16.6%)**Distant metastasis (%)**0.0020.217 No16221422 (90.5%)200 (83%)594399 (87.9%)195 (85.2%) Yes151119 (7.6%)32 (13.3%)7247 (10.4%)25 (10.9%) Unknown4031 (2.0%)9 (3.7%)178 (1.8%)9 (3.9%)**Surgery (%)**\<0.0010.080 No/unknown164135 (8.6%)45 (18.7%)8247 (10.4%)35 (15.3%) Yes16331437 (91.4%)196 (81.3%)601407 (89.6%)194 (84.7%)**Radiation (%)**0.1870.643 No/unknown13191135 (72.2%)184 (76.3%)507334 (73.6%)173 (75.5%) Yes494437 (27.8%)57 (23.7%)176120 (26.4%)56 (24.5%)**Chemotherapy (%)**\<0.0010.661 No/unknown10881014 (64.5%)74 (30.7%)212138 (30.4%)74 (32.3%) Yes725558 (35.5%)167 (69.3%)471316 (69.6%)155 (67.7%)

Kaplan--Meier curve of MBC patients with different HER2 status {#S0003-S2001}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The log-rank test was used to compare the difference in OS and DSS between patients with different HER2 status. Kaplan--Meier curves for MBC patients with different HER2 status are shown in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}. The 4-year OS and DSS rates were analyzed according to the Kaplan--Meier curve. Furthermore, the Z-test was used to compare the 4-year OS and DSS rates between the two groups. In the unmatched cohort, the OS (*P*=0.013) was longer and the 4-year OS rate (*P*=0.005) was significantly improved in the HER2-negative group, but there were no significant difference in DSS (*P*=0.059) and the 4-year DSS rate (*P*=0.091) between the two groups. When matched the cohort, the HER2-negative group also experienced a longer OS (*P*=0.044) and a benefit of the 4-year OS rate (*P*=0.008), but there were no significant differences in DSS (*P*=0.408) and the 4-year DSS rate (*P*=0.198). Results of the 4-year OS and DSS rates with different HER2 status are shown in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}. Figure 2Kaplan--Meier curves of MBC patients with different HER2 status.**Notes:** Unmatched cohort: overall survival (**A**), disease-specific survival (**B**); matched cohort: overall survival (**C**), disease-specific survival (**D**).Table 2Comparison of 4-year OS and DSS with different HER2 statusHER2 statusUnmatched cohortMatched cohort4-year OS4-year DSS4-year OS4-year DSSHER2-negative0.8170.8940.8210.886HER2-positive0.6930.8320.6880.833*P-*value0.0050.0910.0080.198

Univariable and multivariable Cox regression for OS and DSS {#S0003-S2002}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analyses were performed in the matched cohort. The univariate analysis showed that there was a significant difference in OS (*P*=0.046) between the two groups. Moreover, age at diagnosis, tumor size, regional node metastasis, distant metastasis, surgery, and chemotherapy were also significantly associated with OS. In contrast, the univariate analysis did not show a significant difference in DSS (*P*=0.410) for different HER2 status. Multivariate Cox analysis confirmed that HER2 status was not an independent associated factor with DSS (*P*=0.548). However, the independent associated factors with DSS were pathological type (*P*=0.033), regional nodes metastasis (*P*=0.047), distant metastasis (*P*\<0.001), and surgery (*P*=0.019). The results are shown in [Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}. Table 3Univariable and multivariable Cox regression for OS and DSS in the matched cohort of MBC patientsVariableUnivariate analysis of OSMultivariate analysis of OSUnivariate analysis of DSSMultivariate analysis of DSSHR95% CI*P-*valueHR95% CI*P-*valueHR95% CI*P-*valueHR95% CI*P-*value**Age at diagnosis (years)** ≤651.0001.0001.000 66--801.5100.999--2.2840.0511.8761.205--2.9210.0051.3040.780--2.1810.311 ≥813.8872.200--6.870\<0.0013.1151.581--6.1380.0011.3990.494--3.9560.527**Pathological type** Invasive ductal1.0001.0001.0001.000 Other2.4231.294--4.5360.0061.8320.936--3.5860.0773.1401.488--6.6240.0032.3721.074--5.2410.033**Differentiation** Well1.0001.000 Moderate0.9160.279--3.0160.8860.6370.144--2.8250.553 Poor/undifferentiated1.4840.466--4.7290.5051.2870.310--5.3500.728 Unknown2.9950.853--10.5190.0874.1030.917--18.3490.065**HER2 status** Negative1.0001.0001.0001.000 Positive1.4851.007--2.1900.0461.3920.925--2.0950.1131.2410.743--2.0750.4101.1760.693--1.9970.548**Tumor size** \<2 cm1.0001.0001.0001.000 2-4 cm2.3981.306--4.4020.0051.9751.059--3.6820.0321.7050.798--3.6430.1681.4590.665--3.1970.346 \>4 cm6.3743.359--12.097\<0.0012.8841.449--5.7400.0036.5283.027--14.076\<0.0011.8420.805--4.2140.148 Unknown3.2571.238--8.5750.0171.2880.386--4.2940.6813.1010.954--10.0760.0600.786**Regional node metastasis** No1.0001.0001.0001.000 Yes3.2351.798--5.818\<0.0012.8311.534--5.2260.0013.5031.621--7.5700.0012.2521.011--5.0190.047 Unknown12.4166.703--23.000\<0.0014.2121.965--9.029\<0.00112.3485.457--27.941\<0.0012.9041.089--7.7430.033**Distant metastasis** No1.0001.0001.0001.000 Yes6.5814.377--9.895\<0.0013.2401.967--5.336\<0.00114.6298.879--24.101\<0.0016.8073.711--12.489\<0.001 Unknown1.4270.448--4.5410.5470.5880.126--2.7470.500\<0.0010.975\<0.0010.973**Surgery** No/unknown1.0001.0001.000\<0.0011.000 Yes0.1710.113--0.260\<0.0010.5400.312--0.9340.0270.1330.079--0.2240.4440.225--0.8770.019**Radiation** No/unknown1.0001.000 Yes0.8720.553--1.3740.5541.0900.625--1.9030.761**Chemotherapy** No/unknown1.0001.0001.000 Yes0.5280.360--0.7740.0010.6330.408--0.9840.0420.7830.446--1.3140.354

Subgroup analysis of the effects on OS and DSS in patients with different HER2 status {#S0003-S2003}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further explore the possible benefits of OS and DSS in the subgroup of MBC patients, subgroup analysis was performed according to different HER2 status. The forest map showed that there were significant differences between different HER2 status in the subgroup of who had a tumor size of 2--4 cm (*P*=0.020), no distant metastasis (*P*=0.023) and who had received radiotherapy (*P*=0.041), in which the HER2-negative patients experienced a longer OS when compared with HER2-positive patients. However, none of the subgroup was found to have a significant difference in DSS between different HER2 status. The result is shown in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 3Subgroup analysis of OS (**A**) and DSS (**B**) according to different HER2 status.

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

Currently, information about prognostic factors and treatment strategies in MBC is controversial. Studies have shown that patients with MBC have a worse prognosis than those with FBC.[@CIT0019] The unstandardized OS rate of patients with MBC is lower than that of patients with FBC, which may be related to the older age, late stage, and shorter life expectancy in men diagnosed with breast cancer.[@CIT0020]--[@CIT0022] The different biological characteristics between MBC and FBC may also because of the different survival outcome.[@CIT0021],[@CIT0023] In patients with MBC, the rate of hormone receptor-positive cancer is higher than that in the hormone receptor-negative group, while the rate of HER2-positive cancer is lower than that of HER2-negative cancer.[@CIT0021],[@CIT0024] The HER2-positive rate in the current study is approximately 13.3%, which is almost consistent with previous reports.[@CIT0018] At present, endocrine therapy is the most important treatment for systemic therapy in patients with hormone receptor-positive MBC, which has significantly improved the prognosis of patients with hormone receptor-positive MBC.[@CIT0025] However, it was rarely reported that targeted therapy had been used for MBC.

A previous study had shown significant differences in survival according to HER2 status and to identify the prognostic role of HER2 in MBC. Leone et al[@CIT0026] found that HER2-positive patients have shorter OS (hazard ratio 1.90, *P*=0.031) when compared with HER2-negative patients, which are consistent with the current study results that HER2-positive patients have a shorter OS and the 4-year OS rate was significantly improved. However, Arslan UY et al[@CIT0027] showed there was no significant difference in OS (*P*=0.30) between HER2-positive and HER2-negative MBC patients, but MBC patients with HER2-positive have worse OS (85 vs 144 months). The study only included non-metastatic MBC patients, which may be the reason for different results in the current study. In addition, the current study also found that HER2-negative MBC patients with a tumor size of 2--4 cm, patients who had no distant metastasis, and patients who were receiving radiotherapy could obviously benefit from OS. Therefore, HER2 status can be considered as a feature for selecting benefit subgroups.

Compared with FBC patients, MBC patients are more likely to die from other causes.[@CIT0028] Data have shown that about 40% of men with breast cancer die from diseases other than cancer.[@CIT0004] Previous studies have shown that the 5-year and 10-year OS rates for MBC patients are 65% and 38%, whereas the 5-year and 10-year DSS rates are 74% and 51%, respectively.[@CIT0029] A match of 53 MBC patients with the same number of FBC patients indicated that although there was no difference in OS rates, MBC patients had higher DSS rates than women[@CIT0028] Some studies suggest that DSS is more likely to reflect the prognosis of MBC patients, and OS may not be the most accurate endpoint in survival outcome. A previous study showed that there was no significant difference in DSS between different HER2 status in MBC patients, which is consistent with the current study results.[@CIT0027] The current study also found that HER2 status was not an independent associated factor with DSS for MBC patients and none of the subgroup was found to have a significant difference in DSS between different HER2 status.

Interestingly, we found that there was a significant difference in OS but no difference in DSS between different HER2 status in univariable Cox regression analysis. Wei JL et al[@CIT0030] found that chemotherapy is independently associated with OS, but chemotherapy has no effect on DSS in MBC patients, which is the same as the current results. Besides, few studies analyzed OS and DSS of MBC at the same time. There might be some reasons to explain the divergence of results on OS and DSS in the current study. First, HER2-positive patients somehow had a high risk of dying from causes other than cancer. Second, we did not consider the hormone receptor status in the model, and so the conclusion might be partial. Therefore, our assumption needs to be confirmed by further studies. In the current study, there was no significance between HER2-positive and HER2-negative groups in multivariable Cox regression analysis. Therefore, our findings did not support HER2-positive as an independent prognostic factor for MBC patients. Although some studies have identified similarities between breast cancer in men and in postmenopausal women, there is increasing evidence suggesting that the differs in genetics and proteomics between men and women breast cancer patients[@CIT0031] The function of *HER2* gene in the genesis and development of MBC is still unclear. In contrast with FBC, *HER2* gene may not play a key role in the biological behavior of MBC, which could explain why there is no difference in DSS between HER2-positive and HER2-negative patients.

We acknowledge some limitations in the current study. First, this study did not include the basic information of patients such as race, marital status, insurance status, and other factors that may affect the prognosis of patients, resulting in introduced biases in this study. Second, there was no detailed information on adjuvant therapy, chemotherapy, endocrine therapy, targeted therapy, and biological therapy, which may have led to information biases. Finally, as a retrospective study, selection biases could not be avoided. Therefore, a higher level of evidence is needed to confirm the results of this study. Despite these limitations, SEER remains a valuable resource for determining the prognosis factors of cancer. To the best of our knowledge, this is the latest study to report the effect of HER2 status on the prognosis of MBC. The current study used PSM to remove confounding factors, which lead to results that are more convincing.

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

This study showed that HER2 status had a clear influence on OS in patients with MBC, and there were a longer OS and a higher 4-year OS rate in the HER2-negative group. In addition, we observed that HER2 status had no significant effect on DSS in patients with MBC. With the increasing incidence of MBC, the effects of HER2 status on the prognosis of patients with MBC need to be confirmed by prospective clinical studies.
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